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As the title of the meeting suggests, the onferene entered around a ouple of di�erent

but losely related topis in onnetion with the ohomology of �nite groups. The meeting

emphasized the interation between algebrai topology and modular representation theory

with ohomology of groups being the unifying theme. Studies suh as the appliations of

subgroup omplexes have been the soure of new developments in both areas and were

reurring subjets in several of the letures.

The �rst main theme was the struture of the ohomology rings of �nite groups itself,

where the term \ohomology" ould inlude extraordinary ohomology theories applied

to BG. The results presented in this group of talks were, for example, about �niteness

properties of ohomology rings of �nite p-groups, haraterizations of groups having pe-

riodi ohomology, subrings of ohomology rings generated by spei� representations,

or the ohomology length of �nite p-groups. The seond main topi was the struture

of the lassifying spaes of �nite groups. Here results were ommuniated related to the

onept of endo�niteness of lassifying spaes, about �nite groups having homotopy equiv-

alent lassifying spaes up to ompletion, or the lassifying spae assoiated to a blok

of a �nite group, among others. Finally, a third topi that reeived partiular attention

were ations of �nite groups on spaes with prede�ned properties. Besides these three

main areas, other related topis were the subjets of letures of a more topologial or

representation theoretial nature.

There were 23 talks of varying length (between 30 and 60 minutes). Partiularly

noteworthy is the fat that many young mathematiians were given the opportunity to

present their work at this meeting. Another point worth mentioning was the possibility to
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present one's work to the other partiipants in the form of a poster whih one ould hang

up next to the leture room. Between the talks there was enough time to exhange ideas

with other partiipants, to disuss new developments or to work on some joint projets

related to the topi of the onferene.

Besides the traditional hike on wednesday afternoon there was also an exellent onert

on thursday night, whih featured the performanes of some of the partiipants. The very

pleasant and stimulating atmosphere at Oberwolfah ontributed to make this one again

a very suessful meeting.
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ABSTRACTS OF THE TALKS PRESENTED

Bill Browder, Prineton University, USA:

Construting group ations

Given a 1-onneted CW omplex Y of dimension less than or equal to n, how may

one onstrut and lassify free ations of a group G on �nite dimensional spaes of the

homotopy type of Y ?

The method of Postnikov towers represents a spae by an (in�nite) sequene of �bra-

tions with �bres Eilenberg-MaLane spaes K(�

m

( ); m). A related problem then is: how

large a portion of the Postnikov tower of a spae is neessary to desribe an n-dimensional

spae with fundamental group G?

Let Y be a 1-onneted n-dimensional CW omplex, f : Y ! Y (n+1) the term of the

Postnikov tower so that f indues an isomorphism on �

k

for k � n+1 and �

k

(Y (n+1)) = 0

for k > n+ 1.

Theorem: Suppose that the �nite group G ats freely on Y (n + 1) with quotient

Z(n+ 1) suh that the ohomology groups H

n+1

(Z(n+ 1);A) = 0 for oeÆient systems

A = F

p

G=K for all primes p and all p-subgroups K of G. Then there exists a Z of

dimension less than or equal to n, suh that Z(n+1) is the (n+1)st term of the Postnikov

tower for Z, and suh that its universal over is homotopy equivalent to Y .

This makes possible the onstrution of many strange group ations on ordinary spaes,

extending the ideas of my paper: \Homologially exoti group ations" (to appear in the

birthday volume for Jim Milgram).

One may show that the homologial dimension of Z (with F

p

oeÆients) is the same

as that of Y , and if Y satis�es Poinare duality in dimension q, then a free G ation

on some X homotopy equivalent to Y has �nite dimensional quotient if and only if the

quotient satis�es Poinare duality in the same dimension.

John Greenlees, University of Sheffield, UK:

Morita invariane of the Gorenstein ondition for rings up to homotopy and

ohomology rings of �nite groups

(Report on joint work with W.G.Dwyer and S.Iyengar.) The aim of the talk was to give

a new proof of the loal ohomology theorem for the ohomology ring of a p-group G.

The Benson-Carlson CM-implies-Gorenstein theorem, and other geometri onsequenes

follow as desribed by Greenlees and Lyubeznik (JPAA (2000)).

The �rst ingredient is the Morita equivalene of Dwyer and Greenlees, stating

I-torsion-R-modules ' modules-E ' I-omplete-R-modules:

Here R is a ring up to homotopy, I is an ideal and (in the ase that R=I = k is small over

R) E = End

R

(R=I).

The next ingredient is that a ring up to homotopy is said to be homotopy Gorenstein if

Hom

R

(k; R) = k as E modules. A formal argument shows that this ondition is invariant

under Morita equivalene in the sense that R is homotopy Gorenstein if and only if E is

homotopy Gorenstein.
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The relevant example has R = C

�

(BG; k) for a p-group and R=I = k is a �eld of

harateristi p. By the Eilenberg-Moore theorem, E = C

�

(
BG) = kG. Now it is well

known that kG is a Frobenius algebra and hene homotopy Gorenstein. It follows from

Morita invariane that R = C

�

(BG) is homotopy Gorenstein. For `ommutative' rings,

the loal ohomology theorem follows from one formulation of the homotopy Gorenstein

ondition by taking homology.

Jesper Grodal, M.I.T., USA:

Higher limits, group ohomology, and subgroup omplexes

A homology deomposition of the lassifying spae BG of a �nite group G an be thought

of as a \topologial indution theorem" telling that BG an be reovered from BP for var-

ious subgroups P together with \gluing" or \fusion" information. Topologial indution

theorems are related to algebrai indution theorems via ertain higher limits. I will give

a very small model for these higher limits in terms of subgroup omplexes. Topologially,

this model is very useful for alulating maps between lassifying spaes or addressing

rigidi�ation issues. Algebraially, it yields re�nements of lassial algebrai indution

theorems, for instane in the ase of group ohomology.

Bernhard Hanke, Universit

�

at M

�

unhen, Germany:

Witt lasses of inner produts and ations of �nite p-groups

Let a yli group of odd prime order p at on a �nite dimensional Z

(p)

-Poinar�e duality

spaeX. Extending work of Alexander and Hamrik, we prove a relation between the Witt

lasses assoiated to the F

p

-ohomology rings of the �xed point set of this ation and of

X. This is applied to show a similar result for ations of �nite p-groups on Z

(p)

-homology

manifolds.

Furthermore, we onstrut onneting homomorphisms on spetral sequenes asso-

iated to a short exat sequene of �ltered omplexes. Speializing to the ase of the

Leray-Serre spetral sequene of the Borel �bration we ompare the Witt lasses of the

�xed point set and the total spae of Z=p-ations on �nite dimensional F

p

-Poinar�e duality

spaes on whih the Bokstein operator ats as the zero map.

Bruno Kahn, Universit

�

e Paris VII, Frane:

Orthogonal and sympleti analogues of a theorem of Retor

For a �nite group G, Atiyah's work gives an isomorphism between the ompletion of

its omplex representation ring R(G) with respet to the augmentation ideal and the

representable K-theory of BG. This theorem was generalised by Atiyah and Segal to

real representations, and also by Retor to representations over a �nite �eld k. In a joint

work with Hinda Hamraoui, we prove an analogue of Retor's theorem for orthogonal and

sympleti representations of G over k, provided k is of harateristi 6= 2 and the order

of G is prime to the harateristi of k. Our result is an isomorphism

"

^

L

i

(k[G℄)

�

�! [�

i

BG;

"

L

0

(k)� B

"

O(k)

+

℄
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for " = �1 and all i � 0, between the Karoubi L-groups of k[G℄ ompleted with respet to

the augmentation ideal of R

k

(G) and the representable

"

L(k)-theory of BG. The method

is to redue to the Retor ase via a \homotopy limit theorem" whose arhetype is the

following well-known result: the natural map KO ! KU

hZ=2

is a weak equivalene of

spetra, where Z=2 ats via omplex onjugation. In pratie, the proof involves various

tehnial steps, among whih omparison between topologies, redution to harateristi

0 and also a reti�ation proess in the ase of sympleti K-theory.

Henning Krause, Universit

�

at Bielefeld, Germany:

Endo�niteness in stable homotopy theory

A CW-omplex X is said to be endo�nite if all stable homotopy groups �

s

n

(X) have

�nite length as module over the ring fX;Xg of stable self maps. This onept was

introdued in joint work with Ulrike Reihenbah. In my talk I disussed some of the

basi properties of endo�nite omplexes. For example, every endo�nite omplex has a

stable wedge deomposition into indeomposables whih is essentially unique. Moreover,

a omplete lassi�ation of all indeomposable endo�nite omplexes in terms of ertain

ideals in the ategory of �nite spetra is possible. An example of partiular interest is

the lassifying spae BG of a �nite group G. This follows from a simple riterion for

endo�niteness in terms of singular homology.

Originally, endo�niteness is a onept from representation theory of �nite dimensional

algebras, whih Crawley-Boevey introdued about 10 years ago: a module is endo�nite

if it is of �nite length as a module over its endomorphism ring. At the end of my talk I

disussed a few interesting examples of endo�nite modules whih arise in representation

theory of �nite groups. In fat, some of Rikard's idempotent modules are endo�nite.

Ian J. Leary, University of Southampton, UK:

The subring of group ohomology generated by permutation representations

(Joint work with David Green and Bj�orn Shuster.) For G a �nite group and X a G-set

of ardinality n there is an indued homomorphism �

�

X

: H

�

(�

n

)! H

�

(G). (Throughout,

H

�

will denote mod-p ohomology, and �

n

the symmetri group.) We study the subring

of H

�

(G) generated by the Im(�

�

X

), where X ranges over all �nite G-sets. In the ase

when G = GL(n; p) we also onsider the subrings obtained by allowing X to range over

just the partial ags or partial frames in F

n

p

.

We study these subrings by omparing their varieties of ring homomorphisms to al-

gebraially losed �elds of harateristi p, using the tehnique introdued by two of us

whilst studying the subring of H

�

(G) generated by Chern lasses of omplex represen-

tations. To eah of the subrings onsidered, we assoiate a ategory with objets the

elementary abelian p-subgroups of G, and morphisms a subset of the injetive group ho-

momorphisms. The variety for the subring is desribed as a olimit over this ategory, by

analogy with Quillen's desription of the variety for H

�

(G) itself.

For the subring of H

�

(G) generated by the Im(�

�

X

) for X in some olletion F the

ategory is as follows. An injetive group homomorphism f : E ! F from one elementary
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abelian subgroup of G to another is a morphism in the ategory if and only if, for eah

X in F , the E-sets X and f

!

X are isomorphi.

We dedue that for n large and G = GL(2n; p), the varieties for H

�

(G), the subring

generated by all G-sets, and the subring generated by just the ations of G on partial

frames and partial ags are distint.

Markus Linkelmann, Universit

�

e Paris VII, Frane:

Cohomology in funtor ategories

The present talk is based on ommon work with Peter Webb; its ontent is motivated by

the question as to what should be the lassifying spae B(G; b) of a blok b of a �nite

group G over a �eld k of prime harateristi p. Suh a spae, if it exists, should ertainly

have the following properties:

- if the blok is the prinipal blok, then B(G; b) should be the p�loalisation of the

lassifying spae of G;

- in general, the ohomology of B(G; b) should be the blok ohomology algebra

H

�

(G; b) (de�ned in terms of stable elements in the ohomology ring H

�

(P; k) of a defet

group P of b with respet to the loal struture of b).

Using reent work of Broto, Grodal, Jakowski, Levi, MClure, Oliver we desribe

how a possible solution for this problem omes essentially down to being able to ompute

higher limits of funtors de�ned on ertain ategories of p�groups. We show that the

soure algebra of b gives rise to an idempotent in the stable endomorphism ring of BP

^

p

,

splitting o� a stable summand whose ohomology is indeed H

�

(G; b). Thus we have a

lassifying spetrum of b; whether there is an atual spae behind this, is still open at this

moment.

Dagmar M. Meyer, Universit

�

e Paris 13, Frane:

An equivariant version of the Kuhn{Shwartz non-realizability theorem

Lionel Shwartz has reently proved the following surprising theorem whih goes bak to

a onjeture of Nik Kuhn: if the mod p ohomology of a spae is �nitely generated as a

module over the Steenrod algebra A then it is �nite (i.e. a �nite dimensional F

p

-vetor

spae). We generalize this result to the ategory of spaes over a �xed base spae B. The

mod p ohomology of a spae X in this ategory is in a natural way an objet in H

�

B�U ,

i.e. an unstable H

�

B-A-module. We prove that under ertain onditions on B we have

the following impliation: if H

�

X is �nitely generated as an objet in H

�

B�U then it is

�nitely generated over H

�

B. In partiular, under ertain onditions on the group G we

an apply this to the ase where X is the Borel onstrution on a G-spae and B is the

lassifying spae BG. In this way we obtain an equivariant analogue of Shwartz's non-

realizability result. For ompat Lie groups this equivariant version has also been derived

more diretly as a onsequene of Shwartz's theorem by Dorra Bourguiba (Tunis) and

myself.
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Daniel K. Nakano, Utah State University, USA:

Cohomology for �nite Chevalley groups via algebrai groups and Frobenius

kernels

In this talk I will present reent results with C. Pillen and C. Bendel on relating the

ohomology of �nite Chevalley groups with the ohomology for their orresponding al-

gebrai groups and Frobenius kernels. Our approah uses work of Donkin, and CPS

(Cline-Parshall-Sott) to onstrut a spetral sequene whih relates the ohomology of

the Chevalley group to ohomology for the algebrai group. This onstrution has many

appliations. We will show how one an derive a nie Ext

1

-formula for extensions between

two simple modules for the �nite Chevalley group. This formula an be used to show that

self-extensions vanish for simple modules when the underlying �eld has more than p

2

el-

ements. Other results on self-extensions will be given, thus answering several questions

raised by S. Smith and J. Humphreys in the mid 1980s.

Bob Oliver, Universit

�

e Paris 13, Frane:

Homotopy equivalenes of p-ompleted lassifying spaes of �nite groups

This talk summarized joint work with Carles Broto and Ran Levi. To eah �nite group

G and eah prime p, we assoiate a �nite ategory L



p

(G), de�ned as follows. The objets

of L



p

(G) are the p-entri subgroups of G: those p-subgroups P � G suh that C

G

(P ) =

Z(P ) � C

0

G

(P ) for some subgroup C

0

G

(P ) of order prime to p. And for eah P and Q,

Mor

L



p

(G)

(P;Q) = N

G

(P;Q)=C

0

G

(P ), where N

G

(P;Q) = fx 2 G j xPx

�1

� Qg. The

following is one of our main theorems:

Theorem A: For any prime p and any �nite groups G and G

0

, BG

^

p

' BG

0^

p

if and

only if the ategories L



p

(G) and L



p

(G

0

) are equivalent.

Theorem A follows immediately from two propositions. The �rst says that for all p and

G, jL



p

(G)j has the mod p homotopy type of BG; i.e., that BG

^

p

' jL



p

(G)j

^

p

. The seond

says that there are ategories L



p

(X), de�ned for all spaes X, suh that L



p

(BG) ' L



p

(G)

(equivalent as ategories), and L



p

(BG

^

p

) ' L



p

(G).

Theorem A is losely related to the following onjeture, due to Martino and Priddy.

If S � G and S

0

� G

0

are Sylow p-subgroups, then an isomorphism f : S ! S

0

is alled

fusion preserving if for any isomorphism P

'

�!

�

=

Q between subgroups of S, ' is indued by

onjugation in G if and only if the orresponding isomorphism f(P )

'

0

�!

�

=

f(Q) is indued

by onjugation in G

0

.

Conjeture B (Martino-Priddy): For any prime p and any �nite groups G and G

0

,

BG

^

p

' BG

0^

p

if and only if there is a fusion preserving isomorphism between Sylow

p-subgroups of G and G

0

.

Conjeture B is known to hold in many ases; for example whenever rk

p

(G) < p

2

.

Jonathan Pakianathan, University of Wisonsin-Madison, USA:

On ommuting and non-ommuting omplexes

I will disuss joint work with Erg�un Yal��n where we study various simpliial omplexes

assoiated to the ommutative struture of a �nite group G. We de�ne NC(G) (resp.
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C(G)) as the omplex assoiated to the poset of pairwise non-ommuting (resp. ommut-

ing) sets of nontrivial elements in G.

We observe that NC(G) has only one positive dimensional onneted omponent,

whih we all BNC(G), and we prove that BNC(G) is simply onneted.

Our main result is a simpliial deomposition formula for BNC(G) whih follows from

a result of A. Bj�orner, M. Wahs and V. Welker on inated simpliial omplexes. As a

orollary we obtain that if G has a nontrivial enter or if G has odd order, then the

homology group H

n�1

(BNC(G)) is nontrivial for every n suh that G has a maximal

nonommuting set of order n.

We disuss the duality between NC(G) and C(G), and between their p-loal ver-

sions NC

p

(G) and C

p

(G). We observe that C

p

(G) is homotopy equivalent to the Quillen

omplexes A

p

(G), and obtain some interesting results for NC

p

(G) using this duality.

Finally, we study the family of groups where the ommutative relation is transitive,

and show that in this ase, BNC(G) is shellable. As a onsequene we derive some group

theoretial formulas for the orders of maximal non-ommuting sets.

Geoff Robinson, University of Birmingham, UK

A anellation theorem related to onjetures of Alperin and Dade

In a 1990 Ast�erisque paper, R. Staszewski and I showed that the Kn�orr-Robinson for-

mulation of Alperin's weight onjeture was partiularly amenable to Cli�ord-theoreti

redutions, and proved a number of results whih ould be viewed as simplifying ertain

alternating sum alulations in the presene of normal subgroups, among other things.

We disuss some analogues of these results for Dade's projetive onjeture (DPC).

The main result is :

Theorem: Suppose that the formula appearing in Dade's projetive onjeture fails to

hold (for some defet d and some linear harater, �; of the entral subgroup Z = O

p

(G))

for the blok B of RG; and that �rst [G : Z(G)℄; then jGj; have been minimized subjet

to suh a failure ourring. Then whenever N � Z is a non-entral normal subgroup of

G; the blok B overs bloks of N with defet groups stritly ontaining Z; and we have

X

�2N (G;Z)=G

(�1)

j�j

k

d

(B

�

; �) =

X

�2N (N;Z)=G

(�1)

j�j

k

d

(B

�

; �)

for eah linear harater, �; of Z; and eah positive defet d:

Bj

�

orn Shuster, Universit

�

at-GHS Wuppertal, Germany:

Transfers of Chern lasses in BP -ohomology and Chow rings

(Joint work with Nobuaki Yagita.) Let G be a �nite group and BG its lassifying spae.

For a omplex oriented ohomology theory h one an de�ne Chern lasses of omplex

representations of G in h

�

(BG). We are interested in studying the Makey losure Ch

h

(G)

of the ring of Chern lasses in h

�

(BG), the subring generated by transfers of Chern

lasses. For ordinary mod p ohomology, Green-Leary showed that the inlusion map

Ch

HZ=p

,! H

�

(BG;Z=p) is an F-isomorphism, i.e., the indued map of varieties is a
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homeomorphism. Next onsider BP or K(n), the n-th Morava K-theory, at a �xed prime

p. Call a group G "h-good" if h

�

(BG) is generated (as an h

�

-module) by transferred

Euler lasses of representations of subgroups of G. If the Sylow p-subgroup of G is good,

then so is G and one has an isomorphism h

�

(BG)

�

=

Ch

h

(G). Furthermore, it follows

from work of Ravenel, Wilson and Yagita that G is good for BP if it is good for K(n)

for all n. Examples for groups that are K(n)-good for all n are the �nite symmetri

groups. Another typial ase are p-groups of p-rank at most 2 and p � 5, where one has

an isomorphism BP

�

(BG)


BP

�

Z

(p)

�

=

H

even

(BG). However, Igor Kriz found a p-group

G with K(n)

odd

(BG) 6= 0.

Our alulations for the BP -ohomology of extraspeial 2-groups produe examples

where BP

�

(BG) is not generated by transfers of Chern lasses.

A seond alulation gives torsion elements in the kernel of the yle map from the

Chow ring of BG to 2-loal homology, using Totaro's fatorisation of the yle map

through BP -theory.

Jeffrey H. Smith, Purdue University, USA:

A new E

1

-operad

This is joint work with Jim MClure.

Let C

�

: S ! C be the ohain funtor from the ategory of spaes to the ategory

of ohain omplexes. For eah n � 0, let D

n

be the hain omplex of natural transfor-

mations from the n-fold tensor of funtors C

�


 � � � 
 C

�

to the funtor C

�

. Eah of the

hain omplexes is ontratible and together they form an operad whih ats naturally on

C

�

X for X 2 S showing that C

�

X is an E

1

-algebra. However the operad D has some

bad properties: it is too big as the omplexes are unountably generated in eah degree,

it is not an E

1

-operad and it is not lear that the tensor produt of two D-algebras is

again a D-algebra.

MClure and Smith have onstruted a suboperad of D, the minimal sequene operad

MS, whih resolves these problems. The minimal sequene operad has the following

properties: the hain omplexes MS

n

are of �nite type and free as �

n

-modules. There

is a map of operads MS ! MS 
MS and so the tensor produt of two MS-algebras

is an MS-algebra. There is a �ltration of MS by suboperads F

n

MS for whih F

n

MS is

quasi-isomorphi to the operad obtained by taking the hain omplex of the little n-ubes

operad. An F

1

MS-algebra is the same as a DGA. In an earlier paper we prove that F

2

MS

ats naturally on the Hohshild ohomology omplex of a DGA.

Stephen D. Smith, University of Illinois at Chiago, USA:

Interations of simple-group geometries with homology approximations of

group ohomology

Work of Brown and Quillen as further developed by Webb produed an alternating sum

formula for the p-part of group ohomology, summed over a suitable simpliial omplex,

typially of p-subgroups.

Ryba, Smith and Yoshiara veri�ed the ondition for the p-loal geometries of many

sporadi groups, and Smith and Yoshiara extended that work with general methods for

homotopy equivalenes of loal geometries with standard olletions of p-subgroups.
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In the later 90s, homology approximations were further developed by Maginnis and

Webb; and partiularly by Dwyer, with more reent work by Grodal. Dwyer's demonstra-

tion that the olletion of p-radial p-entri subgroups is ample allows the methods of

Smith-Yoshiara to show that the remaining loal geometries essentially provide the min-

imal omplex on whih the group ohomology an be thus omputed. More reent work

of Smith, and espeially of Masato Sawabe, provides further methods for demonstrating

some of the homotopy equivalenes in a standardized way, and hene further explaining

the minimal properties of the 2-loal geometries.

Peter Symonds, University of Manhester, UK:

The ohomology of permutation modules and the Segal onjeture

We show that the mod-p ohomology of a �nite group, onsidered as a global Makey

funtor, ontains every simple ohomologial Makey funtor as a omposition fator.

Our proof uses methods from stable homotopy theory in an essential way. (In partiular

we use the (proved) Segal Conjeture.)

One onsequene is an easy proof of Mislin's theorem on group homomorphisms in-

duing an isomorphism on mod-p ohomology.

For another, reall that the permutation projetive (=trivial soure) modules for a

group G over an algebraially losed �eld of harateristi p are parametrised by a pair

(P; V ), up to onjugay, where P is a p-group and V is a simple module for N

G

(P ).

Denote this module by P

P;V

.

Theorem: H

�

(G;P

P;V

) = 0 if and only if C

G

(P ) ats non- trivially on V .

Olympia Talelli, University of Athens, Greee:

On omplete resolutions

A group G is said to have periodi ohomology with period q after k-steps if the funtors

H

i

(G;�) and H

i+q

(G;�) are naturally equivalent for all i > k.

It was onjetured by G. Mislin and O. Talelli that periodiity after k-steps is the

algebrai haraterization of those groups G whih admit a �nite dimensional free G-

CW -omplex X homotopy equivalent to a sphere, and it was proved for all groups in

HF , the lass of hierarhially deomposable groups introdued by P. Kropholler, for

whih there is a bound on the order of the �nite subgroups.

A. Adem and J. Smith proved that if the periodiity isomorphisms for a group G are

indued by up produt with an element in H

q

(G;Z) then G admits a �nite dimensional

free G-CW -omplex X homotopy equivalent to a sphere.

Here we show that for a group G with period q after k-steps to have the periodiity

isomorphisms given by up produt with an element in H

q

(G;Z) is equivalent to the pro-

jetive dimension of the oindued module Hom

Z

(ZG;Z) being �nite. We then show that

for a group G in HF the oindued module Hom

Z

(ZG;Z) has �nite projetive dimension

if and only if the group G admits a omplete resolution.

We know however that if a group G has periodi ohomology after some steps then

G admits a omplete resolution. It now follows that if a group G in HF has period q
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after k-steps then the periodiity isomorphisms are given by up produt with an elment

in H

q

(G;Z).

Jaques Th

�

evenaz, Universit

�

e de Lausanne, Switzerland:

Endo-trivial modules

(Joint work with Jon F. Carlson.) We prove that the group T (G) of endo-trivial modules

for a non-yli �nite p-group G is deteted on restrition to the family of subgroups

whih are either elementary abelian of rank 2 or (almost) extraspeial. This result is

losely related to the problem of �nding the torsion subgroup of T (G). When p is odd,

we an eliminate extraspeial groups of exponent p

2

and almost extraspeial groups from

the deteting family. The question of eliminating the other extraspeial groups remains

an open question. We also give the omplete struture of T (G) when G is dihedral, semi-

dihedral, or quaternion. Finally we dedue from our main result a detetion theorem for

the Dade group of all endo-permutation modules for G.

Peter Webb, University of Minnesota, USA:

Computing resolutions without omputing kernels

I desribe a way to produe resolutions of the trivial module over group rings whih

seems to be quite e�etive omputationally, and whih also onveys with some larity the

strutural properties of group ohomology (up produts, restrition, orestrition). The

resolutions produed have polynomial growth and avoid the omputation of the kernels

of boundary homomorphisms. The diÆult part of the alulation is lifting maps along

resolutions, whih omes down to solving equations over group rings. This proedure

has been implemented in GAP in the ase of group rings of p-groups over the �eld of p

elements. If time permits I will desribe:

1. The easiest form of the onstrution whih works for 2-groups over a �eld of

harateristi 2.

2. The slightly more ompliated onstrution whih works for p-groups with p odd

(and indeed in greater generality).

3. The speial properties of the resolution with regard to restrition and orestrition

maps, and up produts.

4. How to solve equations over group rings of p-groups in harateristi p. I use a

method whih exploits the speial properties of Jennings' basis for the group ring. There

is available a fast algorithm for base hange between the standard and Jennings' bases.

It is analogous to the fast Fourier transform algorithm.

5. How to strip o� ontratible summands to obtain a minimal resolution.

6. Computational performane.

Clarene Wilkerson, Purdue University, USA:

Appliations of generalized quaternioni tori

A generalized quaternioni torus H is a 2-ompat group isomorphi to (SU(2)

k

)=E

H

, for

some E

H

� Center(SU(2)

k

) = (Z=2Z)

k

.

11



Theorem I. a) If X is a onneted 2-ompat group of rank k and X ontains a

generalized quaternioni torus of rank k, then W (X) has a nontrivial enter, represented

on its ation on �

1

(T

X

) as multipliation by �1.

b) Conversely, if W (X) ontains �1, then there is at least one hoie of a generalized

quaternioni torus H � X of rank = rank X.

Appliations: Reall that a Lie group or 2-ompat group X is almost-simple if and

only if �

1

(T

X

)
Q ontains no proper Q

2

(W )-submodules.

1) Let X be a onneted almost-simple 2-ompat group suh that X ontains a

subgroup H = SU(2)

k

for k =rank(X), then H

�

(BX) �

A

2

H

�

(BSp(k)).

2) If X is a onneted almost-simple 2-ompat group with W (X) isomorphi to

W (G), for G one of the exeptional Lie groups G

2

, DI(4), F

4

, Ad(E

7

), or E

8

, then

N

X

(T

X

) � N

G

(T

G

).

Items in this abstrat are joint work with Antonio Viruel and Bill Dwyer.

Erg

�

un Yal��n, MMaster University, Canada:

Set overing and Serre's theorem on the ohomology algebra of a p-group

Let G be a p-group whih is not elementary abelian. The ohomology length of G, denoted

by hl(G), is de�ned as the minimum number of one dimensional lasses x

1

; : : : ; x

n

2

H

�

(G;Z=p) suh that x

1

x

2

� � �x

n

= 0 when p = 2, and �(x

1

)�(x

2

) : : : �(x

n

) = 0 when

p > 2. In this work, we study hl(G) by de�ning a new group theoretial invariant,

denoted by s(G), whih is relatively easier to ompute and losely related to hl(G).

A set S � G is alled a representing set if it inludes at least one non-entral element

from eah maximal elementary abelian subgroup of G. We de�ne s(G) as the minimum

ardinality of a representing set for G (we assume G is not p-entral.) When G is an

extra-speial p-group, we prove that hl(G) � s(G), where the equality holds when G

has self-entralizing maximal elementary abelian subgroups. Studying s(G), we prove the

following:

Theorem: If G is a p-group and k = dimH

1

(G;Z=p), then hl(G) � p+1 if k � 3 and

hl(G) � (p

2

+ p� 1)p

[

k

2

℄�2

if k � 4:

Theorem: Let G

n

be an extra-speial 2-group isomorphi to an n-fold entral produt

of D

8

's. Then,

hl(G

n

) =

(

2

n�1

+ 1 if n � 4;

2

n�1

+ 2

n�4

if n � 5:

Alexander Zimmermann, Universit

�

e de Piardie, Frane:

Auto-equivalenes of derived ategories ating on group ohomology

Let S; S

1

; S

2

be ommutative rings, let R be a omplete disrete valuation ring of har-

ateristi 0 with residue �eld k of harateristi p and let G be a �nite group. In joint

work with Rapha�el Rouquier I de�ned and studied the group of autoequivalenes of stan-

dard type TrP i

S

(A) of an S-algebra A whih is �nitely generated projetive over S.

12



The stabilizer HD

S

(G) of the trivial module S in TrP i

S

(SG) ats on H

�

(G; S). A

ring homomorphism S

1

! S

2

indues a group homomorphism HD

S

1

(G) ! HD

S

2

(G)

and this indues an S

1

(HD

S

1

(G))-module homomorphism H

�

(G; S

1

) ! H

�

(G; S

2

). Let

Q be a p-subgroup of G and let HSplen

k

(G) be the subgroup of HD

k

(G) formed by

splendid equivalenes. Then the Brauer onstrution de�nes a group homomorphism

HSplen

k

(G)! TrP i

k

(C

G

(Q)). The ation of those elements in HSplen

k

(G) whose im-

age still �xes the trivial module ommutes this way with restrition to and transfer from

C

G

(Q). If the Sylow p subgroups of G are abelian, lifting to R, a theorem of Roggenkamp

and Sott applies to haraterize the ation of splendid equivalenes on ohomology.

Report written by Dagmar M. Meyer
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